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1. Introduction
It was reported that hot carrier stress generated interface

trlps can introduce an additional drain leakage current in an
off-state MOSFET ll,2l.Previously, this ph-enomenon was
attributed to the trap-related field effects such as trap-
assisted sequential tunneling or enhancement of band-tb-
Uql9 tunneling due to the trapped charge build-up [2]. In
addition to the field effects, recent experimental result
showed that the trap-induced drain leakage exhibits a strong
dependence on temperature at certain applied biases [3].
This leakage current becomes much aggravated as the
lerypgr?tule increases and thus may have impact on a
DRAM refresh time. In this work, we intend to characterize
and analyze the temperature effect on the trap-assisted drain
leakage mechanisms in an off-state MOSFET.

2. Tlap Assisted Drain Leakage Model
A copR-lele trap-assisted drain-to-substrate leakage path

at the Si/SiO2 intertace is formed by hole emission from
interface traps to a valence band and electron emission from
the'traps to a conduction band. Both hole emission and
electron emission can be carried out via field emission or
thermionic emission. Fig. I illustrates four possible trap-
assisted leakage paths.

Fig. I Illustration of four trap-assisted drain leakage current
mechanisms; (a) AI,, (b) dss @) Nc, (d) AI". T and G represenr
field emission and thermionic emission, respectively.

In the figure, I and Io denote electron tunneling and hole
tunneling and G, and Gh represent electron and hole
thermionic emission. Note that A1r" in Fig. l(b) is the !rlp-
assisted thermal generation currehl and AI,, in Fig. 1(d) is

the trap-assisted sequential tunneling current. The carrier
transition rates for the various emission mechanisms are
formulated below [].
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where W is the channel width and Al is the length of the
interface trap (Mr) region.

Other temperature-dependent parameters used in the
calculation are band-gap(Eo), thermal velocity(v,,,) and
intrinsic concentration(n;). Ttiey are given below t+t;"

Es=Es(T-o)-m24r+b (6)

exp(- Ese) tzkr)

3. Results and Discussions
In measurement, a 0.6pm conventional SID n-MOSFET

with l00A gate oxide and 25pm gate width was used. The
d_evic_e_was subject to maximurn substrate current stress,
V.r*=5.5V and Vo,=2.5V for 2000 seconds at T=373K.
Under the stress- condition, the trapped charge induced
interface field variation is small 121. nig. 2 

-shows 
the

measured pre-stress and post-stress drain leakage currents
at T=290K and 373K. The junction leakage currJnt is about
5pA_at T=373K and the drain-to-source -leakage current is
much smaller. The increased drain leakage current due to
interface trap generation, ie. the differencJbetween the pre-
stress and the post-stress drain currents, is plotted in Fig. 3.
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where f* f, ?nd f,,are electron occupation factors in the
conduction band, trap states and- the valence band
respectively. n, and p, are electron and hole concentrations
at interface, which were calculated from a two-dimensional
device simulation.t 

"a1td!_tT_e 
electron and hore tunneling

times evaluated from.the_WKB approximation. In a steadyl
s$te,J c^an !e- obtained from the equality G,+7,=Go+7,
yit!.f: 0 andJ,: 1. The trap-assisted ilrain-leatiagd currenr
A1, is therefore expressed in the following, -
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Fig. 2 Measured drain leakage current characteristics before and

a■er stress at two different temperatures,T=290K and T=373K.
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Fig. 3 Measured and calculated interface trap induced drain
leakage currents at T=290K and T=373K.

The dash lines are calculated results. Apparently, the AI,
increases significantly with temperature at a small Vs,
Furthermore, the V". dependence (field dependence) of th-e

A/, becomes relatiiely weak at T=373K, which indicates
the increasing importance of the thermionic emission
mechanism at the higher temperature. In order to further
analyze the various drain leakage mechanisms, the four
components of the AI, were calculated in Fig. 4 (T=290K)
and Fig.5 (T=373K).
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Fig. 5 Calculation of various leakage cuffent components at
T=373K.

In the calculation, the interface traps were assumed to
have a uniform distribution in the bandgap. The trap density
4, we used is SxlOrrcm-2 and the -le]pgth of 'the 

rrap
distribution in the channel (AZ) is 4004. on=oD=10-rscm2
t4l.4t T=290K, the drain leakage current is dominated by
A/u for lVs,F2.4V and by A1r, for lVF,l<2.4V. At the higher
temperature, T-373K, the sequential tunneling component
N,,. is dominant for lVs,F2.gV. The thermionic-field
emission componen, Nn, holds responsible for
2.4V<lVs,l<2.9V and the thilrmionic emission component
A/r* (atiove_ l0pA) appears to be a major l6akage
mechanism for lV*"1<2.4V.

4. Conclusions
The interface trap induced drain leakage current was

characterized and modeled at different temperatures for the
first time. Our study shows that while the trap-assisted
thermionic emission current is unimportant at room
temperature, it appears to be a major drain leakage
mechanism in a stressed n-MOSFET as the temperature
increases.
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Fig. 4 Calculation of various drain leakage current components at
T=290K. A.l,* and A1r* are negligible in this figure
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